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Are you a hairstylist, booth renter, salon owner, or salon suite owner? • Gain amazing clarity and
laser concentrate on your purpose and business strategy, • Know just what to state to attract
your ideal clients • How exactly to work 3 days a week or less in your salon • Discover a simple
8-step system to create at least $100k in revenue • How exactly to recommend additional
services and products without feeling sleazy or pushy • How exactly to be a top-earner in the
wonder industry • Discover ways to price your solutions for maximum profit • Have significantly
more confidence and less stress and have more time to enjoy life by yourself terms.. Perhaps
you have a great clientele and income but you're racking your brains on how exactly to live more
but still make a 6-figure income. Well, The 6-Figure Salonpreneur 8 Easy Steps to Making $100K
Functioning 3 Days a Week or Less may be the one publication you need to proceed from
wherever you are in your business to an incredible salon and living the perfect life.. How do you
want to have a clientele full of customers you love to utilize, a 6-shape income and the freedom
to enjoy your life working just 3 days weekly or less? By using the 8 simple actions in The
6-Number Salonpreneur, you'll. Are you passionate and good at what you perform but struggling
to market and create a business and make the amount of money you wish to make?
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Mediocre self help This book might be good as a supplemental textbook for a cosmetology
school kit. I was impressed by the credentials of the author and thought for the price it was
value a shot. The grammatical mistakes were brain boggling I attempted to get past it and
concentrate on the message. Alex breaks it down for you on how best to work smarter and not
harder.The worksheets are valuable when you have by no means kept track of your earnings or
business. It's a good place to start. The book is 98 pages, a lot of which are that you can fill out
yourself with goal setting plus some defining your business. The mathematics worksheet
provided showing you how very much you have to book per hour to make $100,000 will not
take into account business expenses. If you are a booth renter you may already have an idea,
but for commissioned stylists there is no place on the worksheets that you should ingest to
account just how much you want to bring in each hour based on your percentage split. It is a
simple no bs system that showed me exactly how to make six figures in my own salon
business.Personally i think like this book remaining me wondering what in the world may be the
advantage of attending his college. It seems like every salon publication is similar to 20 dollars
for not a lot of pages. I highly recommend it. I always assume that there is SOMETHING to learn
from everyone. Although I'm not really a locks stylist, I am a entrepreneur and lots of the
guidelines shared in this reserve I can use in my own marketing business. But I'm reading it for
another time and nearly finished once again in same day therefore maybe that is clearly a good
thing :) Very valuable information. Overall I love the book Some great tips overall I loved the
book. The overall message was great though. In case you are a stylist, barber, cosmetology
college student or salon owner this is actually the book for you personally. What I learned was
the way to make more as a stylist can be to create a book, open up a school, and conduct
business consulting. You can make they kind of income you desire and desire in the event that
you follow his steps. The size of the reserve for the price was a bit less than I anticipated
Personally i think the chapters could've been fleshed out a bit more and expanded upon. Thanks
a lot Alex for an incredible reserve! Yes, technically it adds up to gross $100k, but definitely not
net for either an owner, renter, or commissioned stylist. I recommend it. Five Stars An
abundance of knowledge. I wish I was trained this when I acquired out of cosmetology school.
Absolutely! I really enjoyed reading this book! It was filled with actionable techniques that I
could use in my business. I underlined every page that got one if anyone is really as picky as I
am. Thanks a lot Alex for an incredible book!
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